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GUIDED READING 
South Carolina: Our History, Our Home 
Chapter 10:  Reconstructing the Nation and the State 

Section 4 The Violent End of Reconstruction 
Directions: Use the information from pages 319 - 323 to complete the 

following. 

1. Most white Carolinians _______________ accepted the ___________________

Reconstruction government.

2. The Conservative ____________________ owned most of the state's land, businesses,

and wealth and they used that economic _________________ to try to control the

___________________.

3. The Republicans played into the hands of the Democratic ________________ by

raising the ______________ and allowing _________________ to come into the

administration of the government.

4. The Conservatives justified their opposition to Reconstruction on the need to restore

__________________ ___________________ and clean up corruption.

5. The _______ ________ ___________ (KKK), which organized in the state in 1868,

was a ________________  _________________ organization that used

_________________ and violence to influence the ___________________ of citizens.

6. The _____________ was not the only means of _____________________

Reconstruction, but it was the best ___________________ and most

________________ means for several years.

7. Their targets were ____________________ active Republicans, usually ____________

men.
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8. The campaign of __________________ against __________________________

increased into general ___________________ from 1868 to 1871.

9. Governor Scott was ____________________ to control the violence, which became

most serious in the _____________________.

10. In 1870, he [governor] authorized the ________________ of black ________________

units to deal with the insurrection.

11. This only _________________ the white opposition more.

12. The situation became so serious that ___________________ passed two KKK Acts

that brought the power of the _______________ government into the effort to suppress

lawlessness.

13. In October 1871, President _______________ declared nine counties in the Upcountry

to be in a "state of ___________________."

14. He [Grant] ____________________ the writ of habeas corpus in those nine counties.

15. _________________ _________________ is a protection of citizens against

________________ and detention without being properly charged with a crime.

16. Though Klan organizations were ____________________, new groups called

"_____________ clubs" or "______________ clubs" continued the terror activities.

17. In the election of 1876, the "straight-out" ____________________ Party nominated

Confederate war hero, General Wade _____________________ _____, for

________________.

18. He ____________________ to want cooperation with all ____________________,

including blacks, and ____________________ that all citizens'  _____________

_______________ would be respected.
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19. The Democratic election campaign known as the __________ _________________

Campaign was designed to __________________ Republican _______________

and impress everyone with Democrats' determination.

20. Everywhere Chamberlain [the current governor] and ______________________ tried

to campaign, armed Red Shirts showed up demanding equal time to speak.

21. The vote _______________ in the November election were not clear, but it was

obvious that both parties were willing to use ______________, if necessary to win.

22. The reported total votes for each side were very ______________.

23. However, Hampton got ___________ votes in Edgefield and Laurens counties than the

total ________________ voters in the counties.

24. The _____________________ commission ______________ out the votes of both

counties, giving the election to ____________________.

25. The state _________________ Court ________________ that decision, and Hampton

claimed _________________.

26. ____________ Chamberlain and Hampton were _______________ in as governor by

their supporters.  For several months, South Carolina had ____________ governors

and two __________________ ––– each claiming to be the state's rightful leadership.

27. In the struggle for actual control, _________________ held all the key resources.

28. He had the backing of the people who ____________ the most ______________ and

owned the most ____________.

29. Hampton encouraged his __________________ to pay 10 percent of their taxes

to__________ government so he would have money to operate on.
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30. Chamberlain's _________________ was ________________, and most taxpayers

were ___________ __________________ to pay taxes to him.

31. In the meantime, the election for ___________________ was also in dispute.

32. The states of South Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana experienced ______________

and intimidation, making the actual vote total ________________.

33. The Congress appointed a commission to __________________ who won each of the

disputed states and it was finally determined that Republican Rutherford B.

_______________ had won the election.

34. To help Democrats accept the bitter disappointment of the outcome of the election,

Hayes promised to ___________ Reconstruction.

35. The __________________ government and the people of the ________________

gave up on the effort to _______________ South Carolina and _______________ the

rights of ____________ citizens.

36. On April 11, 1877, Chamberlain gave up as governor and took a train to New York and

Wade Hampton entered the State House as the only __________________.
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